**DESCRIPTION**

*Immunology: A Short Course, 7th Edition* introduces all the critical topics of modern immunology in a clear and succinct yet comprehensive fashion. The authors offer uniquely-balanced coverage of classical and contemporary approaches and basic and clinical aspects. The strength of *Immunology: A Short Course* is in providing a complete review of modern immunology without the burden of excessive data or theoretical discussions. Each chapter is divided into short, self-contained units that address key topics, illustrated by uniformly drawn, full-color illustrations and photographs.

This new edition of *Immunology: A Short Course*:

- Has been fully revised and updated, with a brand new art program to help reinforce learning
- Includes a new chapter on Innate Immunity to reflect the growth in knowledge in this area
- Highlights important therapeutic successes resulting from targeted antibody therapies
- Includes end of chapter summaries and review questions, a companion website at www.wileyimmunology.com/coico featuring interactive flashcards, USMLE-style interactive MCQs, figures as PowerPoint slides, and case-based material to help understand clinical applications
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